IQ Counselling: Get your professional certificates recognised!

Are you on short-time work due to the Covid 19 pandemic? Or have you become unemployed? You have learned a profession abroad in which you would like to work again?

Get advice on your credential recognition in Germany!

You can find further information on the recognition portal of the German government

If you have further questions, the Network “Integration through Qualification (IQ)” will also help you: We offer counselling. We know how to get credential recognition in the various professions. We also know where you can find job and bridge trainings for your profession. Sometimes credential recognition is a complex matter. That is why we accompany you on the way. We also support you if you had a profession abroad that does not require formal recognition in Germany.

Our consultant services and qualification measures are free of charge. We advise you regardless of your nationality or residence permit.

You can find all IQ counselling centres in Germany on our interactive map:
www.netzwerk-iq.de/foerderprogramm-iq/landesnetzwerke/karte

There you can also find information in which languages advice can be given. Please contact the counselling centre in your city or region. Call or write an e-mail to make an appointment. You can find all IQ offers at a glance on the website of the European Social Fund for Germany: bit.ly/3cRV61o
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